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ABSTRACT

A study was conducted into the intrinsic degradation

behavior of X7R and ZSU capacitors. The major goals of this

research were:

1) to determine current—voltage, activation energy

and leakage current characteristics for such
.„

capacitors. ·

2) to investigate how these characteristics change

with degradation;

3) to investigate possible correlations between

observed behavior and capacitor microstructure

or composition.

Examination of capacitor microstructures revealed large

differences in grain morphology and electrode spacings. The

development of a color gradient between positive and

negative electrodes with. degradation was observed in one

type of capacitor.

Compositional studies using EDAX, AUGER, and microprobe

analyses failed to detect gradients in dielectric



composition in degraded capacitors indicating that gradients

are less than O.1 atomic percent. Current—voltage studies

showed a 3/2 power dependance, at voltages above one volt

for X7R capacitors indicating space charge limited current.

This dependance was attributed to point emission from

electrode protuberances. The 3/2 dependance was observed to

shift to a square law behavior with degradation. This

' change was attributed to a increase in conductivity of the

dielectric near the cathode, blunting the effect of

electrode protuberances. Z5U capacitors were found to have

ohmic behavior. No Schottky or Poole Frenkel currents were

observed.

Degradation studies were carried out on capacitors at 2 _

to 8 times the rated voltage, and at temperatures from lOO

to l5OOC. Leakage currents in actively degrading capacitors

were observed to rise exponentially with time. This rise

was accompanied by a gradual decrease in activation energy.

A model is proposed to explain the observed current vs
‘

degradation behavior.
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INTRODUCTION

Recent increases in demand have greatly expanded the

ceramic capacitor industry. Sales increased by 43% in 1983

and approximately 39% in 1984. This year (1985), sales of

multilayer ceramic capacitors (MLC's) are expected to exceed

700 million. dollars with over 10 billion MLC capacitors

being sold"’.

With the rise in use of MLC's there has been an

increasing emphasis placed on reliability, especially for

defense applications where reliability is crucial. Failures

in. MLC's may be divided into two categories, intrinsic

failure and extrinsic failure: extrinsic failures are caused

by defects induced during processing. Most infant

mortalities may be ascribed to extrinsic defects. Intrinsic

failures are those due to the inherent chemistry and physics

of the capacitor itself. Activity in quality control has

emphasized extrinsic failure mechanisms and as a result this

area is fairly well understood. Tests have been developed

to screen out parts with extrinsic defects (i.e.

delaminations, cracks, voids) with fairly high

accuracy‘2"’.

1
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Comparatively little research has been done in the area

of intrinsic failure mechanisms. Intrinsic failures are due

to the inherent chemistry and physics of the MLC and not due

to faulty manufacture. Mechanisms for intrinsic failure

include ionic and vacancy migration from electrodes,

segregation or phase separation and generally require long

term service to show up. Intrinsic failure mechanisms are

just as important as processing defects in long term high

reliability applications and will become much more important

as the dielectric thickness is decreased.

The requirements for capacitors are primarily electrical

in nature. Compositions are not specified and any material

composition that will achieve the desired properties may be

used. As a result, capacitor compositions Vary widely from

one manufacturer to another. The composition used by any

given company for a particular capacitor type is

proprietary. Even if the exact compositions were known,

variables in powder production and sintering treatments

would prevent exact duplication of capacitor

characteristics. That these compositions, which have been

developed on a totally experimental basis, work so well is a

tribute to the individuals who developed them.
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Since the raw materials for BaTiO3 are only about 99%

pure, manufacturers have to deal with a host of impurities

already present (Table 1.1), and add various elements and

compounds to produce the desired properties. Dopants are

added for a large number of reasons: increasing capacitor

lifetime, modifying the dielectric constant, increasing the

voltage stability, altering the Curie temperature, lowering

the temperature dependence of the dielectric constant,

reducing dielectric losses, preventing reduction, inhibiting

grain growth, and lowering the sintering temperature. Some

of the elements used to modify barium titanate based

dielectrics for capacitors are listed in Table 1.2. Some of

the major uses of these elements are:

a) Lowering the sintering temperature - oxides of

bismuth, boron, copper cadmium, silicon, zinc and

lead ( also added as Pb5Ge3Oll ) are used

as glass formers‘6,7’.
1

b) Lowering the temperature dependance of the

dielectric constant - bismuth and neodymium are

commonly used
‘°’.

c) Reducing grain growth — niobium, dysprosium,

lanthanum, samarium and manganese
‘°‘*2’.

d) Inhibiting reduction during firing in reducing

atmospheres — manganese, iron, gallium, chromium

and magnesium
‘*3"6’.
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TABLE 1.1 Some impurities found in Barium Titanate

raw materia1.(Ana1ysis for one supp1ier‘$’)

Na 0.0006 - 0.006 wt %

Al 0.0005 - 0.005

Si 0.00004 — 0.0004

Fe 0.001 - 0.01

Co 0.0006 — 0.006

Cu 0.00005 - 0.0005

Mg 0.00006 - 0.0006

Cr 0.0008 - 0.008

B 0.001 - 0.01

Be 0.0004 — 0.004

Ge 0.0005 - 0.005

'
W 0.001 - 0.01

Ni 0.0005 - 0.005

V 0.0005 - 0.005
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TABLE 1.2 Some elements which may be used in doping

Barium Titanate for MLC applications

Pb Bi

Sr Dy

_ Sm Ca

Sb Zn

La Zr y

Nb Ga

Ag Cr

Y Mg

Gd Na

Fe Ni

Mn Cu

P Ge

Co Si

Nd Cd
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e) Lowering the Curie point - iron, nickel, zinc,

strontium, lanthanum, zirconium and

niobium <13l17-19)_

f) Increasing the voltage stability - calcium and

strontium‘Z°’.

In addition to these additives, anti-ferroelectrics such as

NaNbO3 may be added to reduce dielectric saturation

problems‘2".

Besides the various dopants, initial powder sizes,

polymer binders, electrode type and composition, sintering

times and sintering temperatures will all affect the

dielectric properties of the ceramic capacitor. With this

large number of variables it would be impossible to

determine the ideal composition and manufacturing process

for any given capacitor application by simple trial and

error. An understanding of the degradation mechanisms is

therefore important. If the intrinsic failure mechanism for

a given capacitor were understood, the composition and

processing could be modified to improve capacitor lifetime,

thus increasing the capacitor's reliability and allowing use

under- more severe conditions (higher field strengths and

higher temperatures). It is hoped that by understanding the

intrinsic failure mechanism(s) of barium titanate based

dielectrics, BaTiO3 based thick films may be developed for
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commercial applications. The present day compositions for

such applications are not reliable.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Research has shown that small changes in capacitor

composition can change capacitor lifetime and dielectric

properties by orders of magnitude. While it is known that

dopants and impurities affect capacitor lifetimes, it is

unclear how (mechanistically) dopants and impurities alter

capacitor properties.

The emphasis of this review is placed on known indicators

of long term reliability and on characteristics which change

with degradation.

‘2.7 The relationship between stoichiometry and resistivity

Dielectric constant and resistivity are the two most

basic attributes of a capacitor material. In addition to

its effect on charge storage, resistivity appears to be a

good indicator of capacitor lifetime. The higher the

resistivity of the dielectric, the longer the lifetime of

the capacitor. The effect of doping on BaTi03 has been

studied by a number of authors and two stages have been

observed. Pure barium titanate is an insulator. Adding

8
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small amounts of dopants causes an increase in conductivity

and the ceramic becomes semiconductive. As the dopant level

increases further, conductivity drops back down and the

ceramic becomes insulating again (Figure 2.1). Such trends

with impurity levels have been found for Nb, Sb, Sm, La, Y,

Ca and Ag"°,22,2‘,26'2°’. The increase in resistivity has

been attributed to a lower anion vacancy concentration as

predicted by the mass action law. Dopants with an excess

‘ positive charge tend to improve capacitor lifetimes. This

is especially apparent in accelerated life test studies

where both voltage and temperature are increased. For

example, the addition of 0.4 wt. % of MnO2 to high purity

BaTiO3 (99.8%) increases resistivity by half an order of

magnitude and increases capacitor lifetime by over three

orders of magnitude"6’. Raising the level of Mn to 0.6% by

weight further increases capacitor lifetime.

2.2 Relationship between dielectric properties and grain size

Reducing grain size has been shown to improve the

dielectric properties and lifetime of capacitors. The

increase in resistivity with doping levels can be directly

correlated to reduction in grain size.
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Intermediate levels of doping with niobium (=0.2%) produces

a heterogeneous microstructure with some sections having a

small grain size (~1um) interspersed with large grains

(20-30 um). Kahn‘2°’ examined this phenomena and found the

large grains were semiconducting, having a conductivity

approximately ten orders of magnitude higher than the small

grains. Similar results have been found for yttrium doped

BaTi03‘2°’. The correlation. between fine grain size and

increased resistivity has also been found for Dy, La, and

Mn‘*‘,Z2,2‘,3°’. Further it has been shown that for the

same composition, increased sintering time decreases with

the dielectric strength. This has been strongly correlated

with an increase in the grain size‘3".

Work on polycrystalline BaTi03 has shown that potential

barriers exist at grain boundaries‘3Z'35’. At present the

actual nature of the potential barrier is open to discussion

and xuay vary* with capacitor composition. Three possible

potential energy diagrams for grain boundaries are shown in

Figure 2.2. Grain. boundary resistances ten times greater

than the resistance in the grain itself have been reported

in large grained BaTi03‘3". A very important aspect of

doping is the inhomogeneous distribution of the dopants.

Studies have shown that most additives‘ to BaTi03 are
concentrated at the grain boundaries. The classic experiment
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showing how dopants at the grain boundaries affect capacitor

lifetimes was performed by Lehovic and Shirn‘3" who

diffused bismuth oxide vapor along the grain boundaries of

BaTiO3 ceramic (Figure 2.3). It would appear that the

dopants affect the height of the potential barrier at the

grain boundaries and do not greatly affect the width of the

barrier.

2.3 Changes in field distribution with time (degradation)

Two methods have been used to study the changes in field

distribution with degradation in BaTiO3. Goto and Kachi‘3"

used the Kerr effect to optically study changes in field

distribution with time. Lehovic and
Shirn‘36’

used a

movable probe and voltmeter to measure voltage distribution

across BaTiO3 ceramic as a function of time. In the optical

study on BaTiO3, single crystals showed a striking change in

field distribution with time (Figure 2.4a). The field

strength at the anode first increased and then gradually

decreased. Comparison of the capacitor leakage current

(Figure 2.4b) and the field distribution revealed that the

initial increase in resistivity appeared to begin when the

field strength at the cathode began decreasing and that the
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resistivity began <iropping as the field strength at the

cathode increased. These results were similar to previous

data on polycrystalline BaTiO3. Lehovic and Shirn‘36’ used

a movable probe to determine the potential distribution for

polycrystalline BaTiO3 as a function of time. By

calculating the distribution field strength from these

results it was found that initially a, high conductivity

region was being injected from the cathode and a low

conductivity region from the anode. As degradation time

increased, the low conductivity region moved closer to the

cathode in a manner similar to the results shown for single

crystal BaTiO3. Comparison with a plot of leakage current

vs. time revealed that the initial drop in conductivity

occurred with the presence of an inflection point in the

potential distribution curve (high resistivity region

shifting away from' the anode). The following rise in

conductivity occurs when the inflection point disappears

(high resistivity region reaches the cathode).

The most widely accepted intrinsic failure mechanism is

oxygen vacancy migration‘6,36,3°"". To date oxygen

vacancy migration is only a proposed mechanism. Models have

not yet been developed to explain where exactly the oxygen

vacancies form (grain boundaries vs anode), how they move

through the dielectric (grain boundaries, grains, or a
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combination of the two) and cause failure to occur.

Electromigration of Pd electrode material is considered here

as an extrinsic failure mechanism, since electromigration of

Pd requires both salt contamination and filing of Voids

between the electrodes with water"2’.

One phenomenological result of electrical degradation is

the appearance of a color change of the dielectric in

certain cases‘36,‘3"5’. This color change has been

observed in both single crystal and polycrystalline samples

degraded under a DC Voltage stress‘**"6’. It appears that

capacitor composition determines if the ceramic will or will-

not change in appearance with degradation. Similar darkening

occurs due to oxygen depletion"7’. It has been proposed

that the darkening is due to F centers — electrons trapped

at oxygen Vacancies"°,"’.

2.4 Effect of temperature and voltage stress.

Studies have shown that capacitor lifetime under a DC

voltage stress is inversely proportional to the exponential

of temperature‘s°’. Research has also indicated that

lifetime is inversely proportional to nth power of field

strength where n Varies depending on capacitor composition.

These results have been shown to hold for both DC and AC
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app1ications"6,3°’. Relative mean times to failure have

been modelled according to the empirical equation‘$1’:

tl/tz = (V2/Vl)1'1 exp [¢/K ( 1/Tl·1/T2 )]

where ¢ is an activation energy. This equation has shown

itself useful for numerous capacitor compositions, at least

at lower voltages. As voltage is increased, a "knee" tends

to appear in the curve of ln lifetime vs 1/T. There appears

to be two voltage stress regimes. At lower voltages values

of n tend to range from 2.5 to 4.O"6,3’,5*'53’. The high

voltage regime was found more recently and values of n>lO

have been reported‘16’. No theory has been put forward yet

to explain why degradation times follow this equation or why

a knee would appear in the curve. There is gradual change in

the type of failure mode that should be noted. As voltage

stress is increased a larger percentage of capacitors fail

in the avalanche breakdown mode indicating failure due to

extrinsic defects. Whether a capacitor has failed

intrinsically or extrinsically may be determined by its

leakage current versus degradation (time) curve. Capacitors

which fail due to extrinsic defects, have relatively shorter

lifetimes, fail at lower leakage currents and show a

discontinuous rise in the leakage current. This type of

failure is termed avalanche breakdown (ABD) where the

capacitor fails with an abrupt burst
‘of

current and
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contrasts to capacitors which fail due to intrinsic

mechanisms. Intrinsic failure is characterized kur thermal

runaway or TRA. These capacitors have failed by self

heating caused by the magnitude of the current (Joule

heating). Comparison of the two types of failure modes is

shown in Figure 2.5.
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· RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

Ceramic capacitors are imperfectly understood at best.

Researchers are not in agreement about the conduction

mechanism or even the charge carrier in BaTiO3 based

capacitors. The xnain objective of this research was to

obtain a better understanding of degradation mechanisms in

BaTiO3 based MLc's using materials, compositional and

electrical techniques. To develop a umdel for electrical

degradation a number of questions were posed:

l) Is oxygen movement analytically observable?

Is there any other ion movement?

2) Is there a visual difference between new and

degraded capacitors?

3) What fraction of the leakage currents is ionic?

4) How do leakage currents change with degradation?

5) How do activation energies change with degradation?

6) How do I—V curves change with degradation?

7) What is the charge carrier mobility?

8) Does capacitor microstructure affect the observed

characteristics?

21
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It was felt that by answering these questions, enough

information would be obtained to determine the predominant

charge carrier and develop a model which would explain how

capacitors degrade with time under Voltage. These questions

were approached from several directions:

a) commercially manufactured capacitors

(mainly X7R and ZSU types) were degraded using

accelerated life testing, typically at l50°C

and four to eight times the rated Voltage. .

Current Voltage characteristics and activation

energies were checked at various degrees of

degradation as judged by insulation resistance.

b) New and degraded capacitors were cross sectioned and

examined using optical and scanning electron

microscopy.

c) Compositional measurements were made on cross

sectioned samples of new and degraded capacitors

using energy dispersive x—ray analysis (EDAX),

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and electron

beam microprobe.

d) X7R and Z5U capacitors were degraded using

accelerated life test methods. Activation energies,

I—V curves, and leakage currents were monitored

during the degradation process.
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e) Hall effect measurements were made on new and

hydrogen reduced X7R type ceramic in an effort

to determine carrier type and mobility.

Commercially manufactured X7R and ZSU capacitors were

chosen for this research due to their widespread use. (X7R

capacitors are commonly specified for military applications,

an area where high reliability is desired.)

The Electronic Industries Association specifications for

these two capacitor types are as follows:

X7R :15% capacitance change from +25OC reading

over the temperature range -55OC to +l25°C.

ZSU +22% -56% maximum capacitance change from

+25OC reading over the temperature range

+1OOC c¤ +ss°c.

No compositional requirements are specified.



Chapter IV

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

This chapter presents the theoretical background

necessary to understand the results of the electrical

experiments. The various types of current that have been

proposed to flow in MLc's are reviewed, and the controlling

variables are discussed.

4.7 Ohnüc Conducüon.

In ohmic conduction, the metal-insulator junction does

not present a potential barrier to current flow. The steady

state of electrical behavior is controlled by the bulk

properties of the insulator, and the relationship between

current and voltage may be expressed as:

I =2 n q u V A / L

Current may consist of both electronic and ionic

contributions. The temperature dependance of I is often of

the form:

1 = 10 e ' ¢/kt
where ¢ is a thermal activation energy. In MLC's this

activation energy may be due to grain boundaries or small

polaron hopping.

24
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4.2 Space Charge Lhnüed Current

· The space charge limited current (SCLC) case occurs when

the injected carrier concentration exceeds the bulk carrier

concentration. This results in a "space charge" build up of

uncompensated electrons at the cathode (ion injection from

electrodes is considered unlikely in MLC's) which alters the

local field. For this type of conduction mechanism the

current—voltage relation depends on electrode geometry.

Normally MLC's are considered to have planar,or near planar,

electrodes. For this case‘5"

1 1; pv2 A/L3

where 0 is a trapping parameter defined as

0 Q -12/k·1=
2Nt

For the case of a point electrode emitting to a roughly

planar anode the current voltage relation may be written

aS«ss>:

I = glägä u [@qsn]l/2 V3/2

This case may pertain to MLC's considering the possibilities

of forming electrode protuberances from ink flowing into

pores and between grains in the dielectric sheet. If

protuberances are present they will act as point emitters

since the electric field will be much larger at the tip than

along the rest of the electrode (Figure 4.1).
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‘

AFigure4.1 Electrode protuberances — a potential
source of enhanced electron injection.
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4.3 Schottky Current
l

Schottky current arises from electron emission across a

barrier as a result of field effects lowering the potential

barrier. Schottky current has an exponential dependance on

the field strength and may be expressed by the equation‘56’:

1 = 10 exp[v?,—(E/k)1/2]
where B is a constant. whether this type of current will

arise from rectifying contacts at the electrode (Schottky

emission), or potential barriers at traps and grain

boundaries (Poole-Frenkel current), is open to discussion.

while rectifying contacts may seem unlikely in MLC's it has

been suggested that a surface depletion layer may cause

rectification‘57’. A detailed list and explanation of the

Variables_affecting the observed current—field behavior for

Schottky emission is presented in Anderson and Days l

work‘5°’.

Plots of current Vs Voltage for ohmic, SCLC and

Poole-Frenkel currents are shown in Figure 4.2 and

illustrate I-V plots with all other factors taken as

constants. In reality, the mobility and dielectric constant

may be Voltage (field) dependant. The field dependance of

the dielectric constant for BaTiO3 based capacitors is well

known. whether this will cause a noticeable deviation from
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the linearity depends on the particular composition and its

Voltage sensitivity. Field emission (tunneling) was not

discussed in this section since it requires very high fields

(>lO‘ V/cm) and would not appear without Schottky emission

appearing first (at lower fields).



Chapter V

V EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND MATERIALS

5 . 1 Materials

5.1.1 Types of Capacüors used

Several types of commercial capacitors were used for this

work. Up to this point the word "type" has been used to

signify between different classes of capacitors X7R, Z5U,

COG, etc. Due to the large differences in degradation

behavior (found here) from one manufacturer to another, the

word type will now be used to differentiate between

manufacturers. The majority of the results published here

are the result of tests on X7R and ZSU capacitors from three

different manufacturers. Table 5.1 gives the capacitor

classes, Voltage rating, nominal capacitance, and the

designation used for each in this paper.

5.1.2 Spechnen Preparaüon

The procedure used here differed from the EIA standard
RS-469‘2’

in two important respects:

1) Decapsulation, and

2) hand grinding Versus rotary wheel grinding.

30
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Initial studies of decapsulated capacitors showed that

chemically decapsulating capacitors (using

dimethylformamide) caused a permanent color change in the

dielectric. Subsequent cross-sectioning of capacitors with

their coatings intact revealed that satisfactory results

could be obtained without removing the plastic coatings

provided care was taken in the grinding steps. The rotary

grinding steps were subsequently changed to hand grinding

when tests showed a much lower degree of ceramic pullout for

hand grinding.

New and degraded capacitors were prepared for examination

using the following procedure:

a) Capacitors were mounted. in epoxy for cross-sectioning

perpendicular to the electrodes and end terminations.

Struers epoxy was used for the mounting material. The epoxy

was cured at room temperature.

b) Rough grinding through the plastic coating on the

capacitor was performed on a rotary grinding wheel using 180

mesh grit. After the electrodes were reached, hand grinding

on 240 grit paper was used to reach the approximate depth

desired. Finish grinding was then performed using 320, 400

and 600 grit paper. All grinding steps were "wet".
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c) Polishing was accomplished in two stages: rough polishing

on microcloth (from Buehler Ltd.), using a slurry of l

micron alumina and fine polishing on a syntron. vibratory

polisher using 0.05 micron alumina.

d) Etching: Certain prepared samples were etched with a

solution containing 0.5% by volume hydrofluoric acid and 5 %

hydrochloric acid for 8 to 30 seconds (depending on the

capacitor type) to bring out the microstructure.

5 . 7 . 3 Microscopy and Compositional Analysis .

Microstructural characterization was performed on a -

Reichert optical microscope and an AMR 900 scanning electron

microscope. Qualitative compositional analysis was initially

performed on the AMR 900 using an EDAX 9100 energy

dispersive analyzer. Further compositional analysis was

performed on a model 550 PHI Auger/ESCA unit and a ARL SEMQ

electron microprobe. Either gold—palladium alloy or carbon

were used to improve the surface conductivity for

examination in the scanning electron microscope and the

microprobe. To ensure that the specimen polishing steps did

not induce cross contamination, fractured samples were also

examined and their localized compositions checked against

those of the polished samples.
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5.2 Accelorated Life Testing.

Multilayer ceramic capacitors are designed for long term

service. As a result accelerated life testing is required to

degrade capacitors in a reasonable time span. Two factors

were used to accelerate degradation in this study; increased

Voltage stress ( 2 to 8 times rated Voltage), and increased

temperature (100 to 180°C).
A

In this study the accelerated life test set up (shown in

Figure 5.1), utilized an Hewlett Packard Voltage supply

(model 6116A) with a fluke digital multimeter (model 6018)

to insure Voltage accuracy. Leakage currents were measured

using a Keithly digital electrometer (model 616). To insure

temperature stability, capacitors were placed in an

insulated glass tube with a copper constantan thermocouple,

before being placed into a Tenney oven (model TJR). This

furnace is designed to maintain a given temperature to

within +0.25°C over a 24 hour period. Temperature was
‘

monitored with a Omega 410B temperature indicator which

reads to the nearest tenth of a degree. To minimize

electrical noise, coaxial cables were used outside the

furnace. Only teflon coated wire was used inside the oven.

To test and monitor the leakage currents from multiple
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Figure 5.1 Accelerated Life Testing Set·up.
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capacitors, a switching system was set up (Figure 5.2) using

two series of switches. Normally the low potential leads on

all capacitors were switched (on) to ground. To make a

measurement on a particular capacitor, the low potential

lead.‘was switched (on) to the electrometer and then. the

circuit to ground was switched (off). After taking a reading

the switching procedure was followed in reverse order. The

switching' sequence is shown schematically in, Figure 5.3.

This set up allowed readings to be taken on multiple

capacitors without inducing spurious effects caused by

momentarily disconnecting the ground. DC was used for the

voltage stress in this research since the majority of

applications involve DC voltage. (One very common

application of capacitors is in computers where a small AC

signal is superimposed on a DC bias.)

5 . 3 Measurement Techniques .
5

5 . 3 . 7 Grain Size Determination .

The grain sizes of the capacitors were determined from

SEM and optical micrographs using the line intersect method.

Normally two photographs were used and three lines were

drawn through each photo. Average grain diameter was then

determined from the number of grains intersected divided by

the line distance divided by the magnification.
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_ TO ELECTROMETER
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Figure 5.2 Switching set-up used for measurements
on multiple capacitors.
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5 . 3 . 2 Leakage Current Studies .
‘

The principal failure criteria for MLc's is low

resistance. One mega ohm is considered a dead short.

Exploratory studies showed that there are three difficulties

encountered when trying to measure the resistivity of BaTiO3

based capacitors at room temperature: long time periods

required for current stabilization, Voltage dependant

capacitance and extremely low leakage currents. By

increasing the temperature to 100°C (or higher) all three of

these problems are overcome; current decay times

substantially decrease, capacitance is no longer Voltage

dependant and leakage currents increase. For these reasons,

leakage current measurements were performed at elevated

temperatures, typically at lOO°C to 150°C. The same test

setup used for accelerated life testing was used to measure

current.

5.3.2.7 /—V Curves.

Leakage currents were measured as a function of the

applied Voltage for both new and degraded devices to see how

I-V characteristics change with degradation. Initially

current versus time plots were made at each Voltage tested

to find the time required for stabilization of the leakage
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current. From the results of these initial studies the

following stabilization times were determined for new X7R

devices: for applied Voltages of 1 Volt - 12 hours, for 1

to 20 volts - 1 hour, for Voltages between 20 and 100 volts

— 30 min, and above 100 volts - 15 minutes. Severely

degraded devices required less time to stabilize. ZSU

capacitors required a minimum of 1 hour at all voltages.

5.3.2.2. Leakage Current versus Degraduüon 77nm.

Leakage currents were also measured as a function of time

during accelerated life test studies using the same test

setup. Applied Voltage stress and temperature were varied

for different samples to alter the severity of the life

test.

5 . 3.2 . 3 . Activation Energies.

Thermal activation energies were determined from leakage

current measurements by maintaining a constant Voltage and

changing the temperature. Activation energies were

calculated from the slope of ln I Vs K/T curves using linear

regression for the most probable fit. Initial studies of Ln

I Vs 1/T revealmd a nearly linear response over a broad
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temperature range. Consequently activation energies were

calculated from leakage currents measured at 150, 145, 140,

135 and 130OC for all capacitors except Z5U type B. Z5U

type B capacitors were found to degrade quite rapidly at

temperatures higher than 130OC, therefore activation

energies were calculated from leakage currents measured at

100, 95, 90, and 85OC. A typical plot of current versus

time for downward temperature shifts is shown in Figure 5.4.

Due to the pyroelectric nature of the capacitors tested,

capacitors were allowed to stabilize for one hour at each

temperature before a reading was taken. Pyroelectric

effects were found to diminish with degradation.

5 . 3 . 3 Holl Effect Measurements .

Hall mobility measurements were attempted on new and

hydrogen reduced X7R ceramic from room temperature to 200oC.

Since hall mobilities have been reported in the range of 1 X

10-4 to 0.5 cmz/V'sec for various compositions of

BaTiO3"2,5", a standami DC 4 point probe, Van der Pauw

setup was initially used for hall mobility measurements

(Figure 5.5). Reduced ceramic samples were prepared by

reduction in forming gas for 40 hours at three temperatures,
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capacitor. Electrometer output was fed to a
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800, 900 and l000°C. Test specimens from each reduction lot

were cross-sectioned to optically check for reduction

uniformity and the outer (0.5 mm) layer of each sample was

removed. by polishing as an added precaution. Electrical

contacts were made by Vapor deposition of gold. Wires were

connected to the contacts using silver epoxy. Samples were

placed in an insulated copper box to minimize pyroelectric

currents and electrical noise. Sample temperature was

adjusted by means of two small heaters (mounted in the sides

of the copper box) and connected to a rheostat. When these

measurements failed to detect a Hall Voltage, an AC setup

with a three point probe was made (Figure 5.6), and further

measurements were taken at 200OC on reduced samples.

5 . 3 . 4 Photoconductivity .

Photoconductivity measurements were made in an attempt to

determine electron mobility and lifetime. X7R and Z5U

capacitors were cross sectioned perpendicular to the

electrodes and polished. Due to the pyroelectric nature of

the samples, a Xenon strobelight system was used with a 1

usec pulse and a dark/light ratio of at least 10000:1.

Sample conductivity was monitored on a dual trace

oscilloscope, displaying both sample current and strobe

output, using the strobe as a trigger.
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Chapter VI

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

6 .1 Microstructural Studies

The morphology of cross sectioned new and degraded

capacitors revealed certain characteristic features. These

features are typically in.the form of:

a) electrode bulges, which arise during processing

operation due to local non uniformities in

dielectric sheet thickness. These are rounded

depressions in the dielectric sheets which have

been filled with electrode material during

impregnation or silk screening.

b) electrode asperities, which arise due to electrode

flow into voids between grains during impregnation,

silk screening, and or sintering.

c) non uniform electrode spacing, which arise due to

gradual Variations in dielectric sheet thickness.

This term is not meant to include operator error

which results in two layers of dielectric without

the electrode metal between layers.

d) dielectric color change with degradation. A

46
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color gradient developed across the dielectric.

This was observed for only one type of capacitor.

Other type of defects were rare in the capacitors

studied.

6.7.7 Z5U Capacüors

Comparison of the two types of ZSU capacitors showed a

large difference in grain size and a slight difference in

electrode spacing (Figures 6.1 and 6.2). ZSU type B

capacitors showed much more grain growth and had an average

grain size of 5.6 um compared to 4.4 um for ZSU Type A

lcapacitors. Isolated fine grained regions were found in ZSU

type B capacitors. These areas had large amounts of second

phase surrounding the grains (Figure 6.3). Electrode spacing

for ZSU type B capacitors averaged 25 um (1.0 mil) versus 22

um (0.88 mils) for ZSU type A capacitors. Since both brands

have the same voltage rating and field strength is

proportional to distance, type A capacitors are typically

operating under a 13% greater electrical field than a type B

capacitor. Both types of ZSU capacitors showed variations in

electrode spacing greater than 20% (Figure 6.4). ZSU type A

capacitors had large numbers of bulges and asperities,

examples of which are shown in Figure 6.5. Bulges were less

common and almost no asperities were found in ZSU type B
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capacitors. Examination of degraded ZSU type B capacitors in

polarized reflected light showed a color gradient between

electrodes. Using thin sections and transmitted light

(polarized) revealed the color gradient much more clearly

(Figure 6.6). No color gradient was observed in degraded ZSU

type A capacitors. .

6.1.2 X7R Capac/tors.
6

Both of the X7R types examined have very fine grains in a

continuous second phase matrix (Figure 6.7). An SEM photo

helps illustrate the fineness of these grains (Figure 6.8).

One of the items that should be noted from Figures 6.7 and

6.8 is that the relative electrode spacings for X7R type A

capacitors are more than three times wider than X7R type B

capacitors ( 76 um for X7R type A, 25 um for X7R type B).

Variations in electrode spacing of approximately 15% were

found in both X7R types. Bulges and asperities were also

found on both types of X7R capacitors (Figure 6.9). In

addition "spots" of metal were found between electrodes

(Figure 6.10a). The metallic nature of these spots was

confirmed by examination under an optical microscope using

both polarized and unpolarized light (Figure 6.10b). These

"spots" are connected by a continuous channel of metal to
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the main electrode. The conducting path of the electrode

was found by examining spots that were near occasional voids

in the polished surface (due to pull out of grains during

polishing). By focussing into the void, a fine path of

electrode was observed between the grains along the sides of

the void. Apparently the metal alloy used for the

electrodes is very fluid during firing.

6 . 2 Compositional Studies

The composition of new and degraded capacitors was

examined for localized changes in composition to determine

if ion migration was analytically measurable and to

determine the distribution of dopants. Compositional

measurements were made using Auger, EDAX, and an electron

microprobe. All tests for compositional differences were

negative indicating that if ion migration is occurring, the

levels are less than the detectable levels of the

instrumentation (0.1 atomic percent).

6 . 2 .7 Z5U Copacitors

Initial EDAX studies on multiple specimens of ZSU type B

capacitors revealed the grains to be primarily barium
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titanate with zirconium and calcium. Pt was found that

composition varied across the grain and that grain centers

had lower levels of dopants. EDAX on the second phase

showed it to be barium titanate with higher levels of

zirconium and calcium, with zinc also present (Figure 6.11).

The electrodes are a palladium—silver alloy.

EDAX on ZSU type A capacitors showed a lower level of

doping in the grains with large amounts of cadmium in the

second phase (Figure 6.12). Figure 6.13 is an SEM photo

showing a large region of second phase in the ZSU type A

capacitor. The electrodes are a silver·pal1adium alloy.

After the initial EDAX studies, EPMA and Auger analysis was

performed on ZSU type B capacitors.

Emphasis was placed on Z5U type B capacitors since the

observed color gradient and electrical characteristics of

this type of capacitor strongly indicated ionic migration.

Electron probe microanalysis showed the following elements

present:

Zr Ca

Sn Ba

Z1'1 Ag

Ti Pd
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EPMA maps were made for each of the dopants found. Only

zinc and calcium were inhomogeneously distributed (Figures

6.14-6.16). Comparison of new and degraded devices did not

show any composition gradients. To check for oxygen

gradients, Auger analysis was used. Numerous measurements

were made between opposing electrodes of a degraded Z5U type

B capacitor with a visible color gradient. Silver, barium,

titanium and oxygen counts were totalled and their ratios

calculated. No statistical difference was found for any of

these elements indicating the differences in localized

composition were below O.l atomic percent. Sample spectra

are shown in Figures 6.17 and 6.18.

6.2.2 X7R Cupacitors

Since compositional analysis failed to detect a

compositional gradient or difference between new and

degraded ZSU capacitors, compositional studies on X7R

capacitors were not performed except to— check the

composition of the electrodes. X7R type A capacitor

electrodes are lead based. X7R type B capacitors have

silver—palladium alloy electrodes.
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Figure 6.17 Auger survey spectrum on degraded ZSUtype B capacitor dielectric near anelectrode (compare to Figure 6.18).
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Figure 6.18 Auger survey spectrum on degraded ZSUtype B capacitor dielectric near_an
opposing electrode. (opposing the onein Figure 6.17)
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6.3 Lecrkage Currents cmd Activcrtion Energy Studies.

Initial I-V measurements on both types of X7R capacitors

revealed an approximately 3/2 dependance of current on

Voltage (I«V3/2). Degraded capacitors exhibited a Variety of

current-Voltage regimes typically ohmic at lower Voltages

shifting to a 3/2 power to quadratic space charge limited

behavior at higher Voltage stresses. Complimentary studies

on non. electroded new X7R chips‘6°’ revealed that ohmic

behavior does occur in new X7R capacitors but at lower field

strengths than were tested in these studies. I-V

measurements on ZSU capacitors revealed a near ohmic

dependence for both types. All capacitors were found to have

Voltage independent activation energies. —

6.3.1./·V Curves. 4 E
Figures 6.19 and 6.20 are typical I-V characteristics for

new X7R and zsU’ capacitors showing the 3/2 power

characteristic for X7R capacitors and the ohmic dependence

for Z5U's. While these relations were followed by most

capacitors tested, occasional X7R capacitors had

dependences as low as n=l.2 (I¤V1'2). A potential source of

error should be mentioned here: I-V characteristics should
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only be measured under conditions where the leakage current

is stable with time. To ensure this, a plot of leakage

current vs. time should be made at the highest voltage that

will be used. The leakage current should not be noticeably

changing after the first hour. Spurious results will occur

if leakage currents are changing with time. This problem is

detailed in section 6.3.3.1. When readings were taken on

severely degraded capacitors three important changes were

found:

a) Pyroelectric effects were greatly diminished,

b) an ohmic region appeared in the I-V curve,

(X7R capacitors).

c) activation energies had dropped significantly.

This last finding is examined in section 6.3.2. Leakage

current was used to determine capacitor condition. It was

found that while leakage current rises by orders of

magnitude, the change in I-V characteristics (with

degradation) is gradual (Figure 6.21). The ohmic region,

found in the X7R capacitors, shifts slowly to the right and

a vz dependence of I may or may not appear at higher

voltages. Current was used as the limiting factor in these

measurements. To prevent sample heating, capacitor current

was kept below
1O•4

A on 1uF devices by limiting the applied

voltage.
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6 . 3 . 2 Activation Energies

Examination of the four capacitor types revealed that all

four had Voltage independent activation energies, as

illustrated in Figure 6.22. The Z5U type A capacitors were

found to have the highest activation energies, =1.5eV.

Nominal values of thermal activation energies are given in

Table 6.1. These Values were checked throughout the Voltage

range of 1 to 200 volts except for the Z5U type B capacitors

which were found to degrade rapidly at voltages above 50

volts in the temperature range used (130 to 150°C).

Activation energies typically Varied about 20% between new

capacitors of the same type and often showed anomalous

increases and decreases in activation energies across the

lower portion of the Voltage range (Figure 6.23). This

effect appeared on both X7R and Z5U capacitors and tended to

disappear if measuring temperatures were lower than 130°C.

This temperature/Voltage dependent change in the activation

energy can be seen in an Arrhenius plot of leakage current

versus temperature (Figure 6.24). This effect was not

noticed at higher voltages (Figure 6.25).
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Table 6.1. Nominal activation energies for new X7R
and Z5U capacitors. Tested from l to
to 200 volts using the temperature range

of 150 to 13000.

Capacitor type Nominal activation energy

X7R type A 1.08 eV

X7R type B 1.10 eV

V Z5U type A 1.48 eV

ZSU type B 0.95 eV *

* Only tested to 50 volts due to degradation
rate at higher voltages.
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6 . 3 . 3 Degradation Studies .

Studies were made on the leakage current and activation

energy characteristics over capacitor lifetimes. Tremendous

differences were found in degradation characteristics under

equivalent accelerated life test conditions. At l50OC and

under 400 volts DC, ZSU type B capacitors were found to

degrade in less than four hours. ZSU type A capacitors

tested under the same conditions showed no signs of

degradation after 30 days. The effects of polarity reversal

and the capacitors ability to heal were examined. Activation

energies were found to slowly decrease with degradation.

6.3.3.7 Leakage Current vs Degradcüon 77me.

Studies of leakage current versus degradation revealed a

number of interesting results. In addition to the effects,

of temperature (Figure 6.26), and voltage (Figure 6.27), on

degradation rate, a tremendous difference in the degradation

resistance of different capacitor compositions was found.

The magnitude of this difference, shown in Figure 6.28, was

unexpected. This result indicates that a large difference in

the long term reliability of capacitors from one

manufacturer to another exists. Figure 6.28 also shows the

two general trends found for degrading capacitors.
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At relatively lower temperature and. Voltage stresses the

leakage current initially decreases and then either

stabilizes or continues to slowly increase in resistivity

over a long time period, behaving like capacitor NZlO3. As

the temperature and Voltage stress is increased, the initial

decrease in leakage current is seen. However, after the

initial decrease, the leakage current will show an

exponential rise with degradation time, as illustrated by

NZ303. The slope of this exponential increase will rapidly

rise with increasing temperature and voltage. This

exponential rise in leakage current is what would be

expected if leakage current is ionL: or has a measurable °

ionic component. One of the major problems that was

encountered when trying
ito

degrade capacitors was the

problem of finding the right ranges of Voltage and

temperature stress to degrade capacitors in a reasonable

time span without having a large proportion of early

failures due to extrinsic defects (Figures 6.29 and 6.30).

Figure 6.31 illustrates the problem for X7R capacitors.

Capacitors tested at 200 volts or less did not exhibit

degradation, even ‘when tested for 30 days. Raising the

Voltage to 400 volts was required for a reasonable

degradation rate. However, due to aa very high extrinsic

failure rate at this Voltage stress, several capacitors were
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tested before one degraded intrinsically at 400 volts. By

comparison, ZSU type B capacitors could be degraded easily,

at high degradation rates, and with a much lower incidence

of extrinsic failures. Because of these characteristics,

ZSU type B capacitors were chosen for two additional types

of testing. These two tests were developed to further

examine conduction and degradation mechanisms. The first A

test examined the capacitors ability to heal. Z5U type B

capacitors were degraded at 150°C under a DC Voltage stress

and then allowed, to sit at temperature with the voltage

stress turned off. After a period of time the stress was

reapplied and the leakage currents measured. The results of

this test showed that these capacitors can "heal" (Figure

6.32). The second test examined how reversing the polarity

on a degraded capacitor changes the degradation

characteristics. The results of this experiment were
6

extremely interesting. When the polarity is reversed in a

degrading capacitor the leakage current rapidly drops and

then increases exponentially with time as before. If the

polarity is switched again, the same thing happens (Figure

6.33). Two important aspects may be noted from this

experiment:

1) the rapid drop in leakage current with polarity

reversal.
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2) the rate of current increase with time decreases

with each polarity reversal. The importance of these

results will be examined in the next chapter.

6 . 3 . 3 . 2 Activution Energies vs Degrodat/on .

The leakage current vs degradation study on Z5U type B

capacitors was repeated at a lower temperature (100°C),

extending capacitor lifetimes and allowing periodic thermal

activation energy measurements to be taken. Calculated

thermal activation energies were found to decrease with

degradation as shown in Figure 6.34. There is an initial

drop and then a slow decrease with further degradation.

These results are quite similar to those found for X7R

capacitors, as illustrated in Figure 6.35. The trend of

decreasing activation energy with time is quite uniform and

was even noted for capacitors tested at lower temperature

and Voltage stresses where resistivity was not noticeably

degrading.
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6.4 Hall mobilities.

Hall mobilities were found to be less than 1 X 1O‘2cmZ/V

sec for both the new and hydrogen reduced samples. Figure

6.36 shows typical results for a hydrogen reduced specimen.

No change in sample Voltage was found for any of the X7R

ceramic samples tested using the Van der Pauw method. Since

the change in current was buried in the sample noise, the

maximum Value of 1 X1O'Zcm2/V sec was deduced by calculating

the maximum mobility that could be hidden in the sample

noise. This Figure applies to the hydrogen reduced X7R type

B ceramic over the temperature range of 35°C to ZOOOC, and

to the new X7R ceramic from 100°C to 2o0°c. Problems with

sample noise in the new ceramic prevented accurate

measurements below about 90°C. The AC hall effect setup was

plagued by an unknown source of noise and as a result this

test was abandoned.

6.5 Photoconductivity

In the photoconductivity measurements on cross sectioned

capacitors no change in conductivity was measured. It was

felt that surface leakage currents were masking

photoconductivity effects. Indications of surface effects on
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conductivity were found in an applied voltage optical

experiment. Optical studies of cross-sectioned capacitors

under an applied, voltage showed bright spots - areas of

higher conductivity causing photon emission by luminescence

or heating (Figure 6.37). (The applied voltage experiment

was initially designed to study electrical degradation

optically at room temperature. Capacitors were mounted in

epoxy with their leads intact and cross—sectioned. These

capacitors were then observed under the optical microscope

before and, during an applied.·voltage application. Due to

arcing at high fields this test was dropped.)





Chapter VII

DISCUSSION

The degradation behavior seen in the ZSU type B

capacitors and the other types is extremely· interesting.

Analysis of the electrical behavior of degrading capacitors

will be divided into two parts:

ga) Changes in I-V curves and activation energy

_ with degradation,

b) Changes in resistance with degradation.

The first part explains how conduction is occurring. The

second explains the conduction mechanism and why leakage

current changes with time.

7.7 /·V Curves and Activation Energies.

The I-V curves and activation energy studies yield

valuable insights into conduction in MLC's. There were three

items of interest noted in the I-V curves of X7R capacitors:

l) an ohmic region which slowly increases

with degradation.

2) an approximately 3/2 power law behavior

above the ohmic region.

98
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3) a shift from Child's law behavior (I«V3/2)

to a square law dependance when capacitors become

severely degraded.

The slow shift upwards in the ohmic region indicates that

a gradual increase in the donor density is occurring with

degradation. The linearity of the I-V curves with a slope n

between 3/2 and 2 indicates space charge limited conduction.

Schottky or Poole—Frenkel emission can be eliminated as

possible conduction mechanisms for the capacitors tested

here, since their I—V curves are linear. One possible

explanation for the 3/2 power law in the X7R capacitors, is

space charge injection from electrode protuberances, as was

explained in Chapter 4. The large numbers of bulges and

asperities found in the capacitors examined generally

support this postulation. The shift to a quadratic

dependance from a 3/2 power law can be readily explained if

oxygen diffusion is accepted as the cause of degradation.

The movement of oxygen vacancies to the cathode with

degradation would produce a lower resistivity region around

the protuberances and blunt their effect on conduction

(Figure 7.1). This observation compliments the idea of a

moving cathode, which has been explained in detail by

Huebner and Anderson
‘5°’.
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Figure 7.1 Diagram showing the proposed effect ofoxygen migration to the cathode. The
decreased resistivity would blunt the
effect of electrode protuberances.
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The thermal activation studies revealed two important

features: ~

1) activation energies were voltage independent.

2) activation energies slowly declined with

degradation.

In MLC's thermal activation energies may measure any one of
'

four possible work functions:

a) contact potential between the electrode and

ceramic (Schottky barrier).

b) contact potential between grains

(Poole-Frenkel Barrier).

c) grain boundary potential barrier.

d) a hopping potential.

Since none of the capacitors tested here exhibited

Schottky or Poole-Frenkel type currents a and b may be

eliminated. While tests were not performed to differentiate

between small polaron hopping and grain boundaries, it is

suggested here that the work function is due to grain

boundaries. Since grain boundaries have been shown to

influence capacitor lifetimes and dielectric breakdown

strength, it is probable that grain boundaries affect

current flow. Hopping potentials are related to the barrier
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height between jump sites and imply that grain boundaries do

not present a significant barrier to conduction.

If activation energies in these capacitors are due to

grain boundary potential barriers, the Voltage independent

activation energy indicates that the barrier ·height is

clamped at the grain boundary. This may be due to an

intrinsic region near the grain boundary or a high

resistivity second phase between the grains (Figures 2.2b

and c).

7.2 Conduction — lonic or Electronic.

One of the big questions that has been occasionally

raised and never satisfactorily answered is whether

conduction in BaTiO3 based dielectrics is ionic or
electronic. The studies performed here have shown that both

are present and the predominance of one or the other is

time, temperature, and field dependant.

A calculation of the number of oxygen ‘Vacancies that

would be required for completely ionic conduction showed

that an oxygen Vacancy* density =lx1O2O per cm3 would be

required for an X7R type B capacitor degraded at 2OOV and

l50°C for 15 days (Appendix A). Calculation of the oxygen
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density in BaTiO3 gives =2¤l022 oxygen atoms/cm3. Given the

information that the oxygen density is only two orders of

magnitude larger than the density of vacancies required, and

the fact that the observed current levels are completely

stable under these conditions, a model proposing totally

ionic conduction would be inappropriate, at least in the X7R

capacitors.

All experimental results for Z5U type B capacitors point

to ionic conduction:

a) observed color gradient in degraded capacitor.

b) the exponential dependance of leakage current

with time.

c) the capacitors ability to heal with time.

d) the ability to almost completely reverse _

degradation by reversing the polarity.

That a color gradient develops between electrodes of

opposite polarity is in itself a strong indicator of ionic

conduction. This argument is strengthened further by the

observation that this type of color gradient may be reversed

by reversing the polarity"6’. The charge carriers here are

most probably oxygen vacancies even though the level of the

gradient was not measurable. If ionic conduction is

responsible for electrical degradation then why aren't color
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gradients visible on all degraded capacitors? The major

factor is apparently whether the capacitor failed

intrinsically or extrinsically. Only Z5U Type B capacitors

which failed by thermal runaway showed signs of a color

gradient in polarized reflected light. Z5U type
B‘Aw

capacitors which "popped" or failed by avalanche breakdown

did not exhibit color gradients. Since the other types of

degraded capacitors studied here were typically life tested

at 8 times the rated Voltage and 180OC it is quite probable

that almost all these capacitors all failed by avalanche

breakdown since the probability (or percentage) of extrinsic

failures appears to rise exponentially with increasing

Voltage (This observation was found by plotting statistical

failure analysis data from reference 53 as shown in Figure

7.2). A examination of the life test data (where available)

supported this rationalization.

The next question to be answered is: If all capacitors

have similar degradation mechanisms, why are capacitor life

curves so different for the Z5U type B capacitors, compared

to the Z5U type A capacitors under equivalent life test

conditions? Both of these curves are actually variants of a

generic life test curve. The difference between the two
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curves is due to different compositions which have different

levels of ionic and electronic conduction. The predominance

of electronic or ionic conduction in a device may be easily

determined by observing the time dependance of the current.

If electronic conduction is the source of leakage current

then the level of current will not be time dependant (Figure

7.3a). However, if ionic conduction is the major source of

current flow then a plot of current versus time will be an

exponentially increasing function (Figure 7.3b). This time

dependant increase in leakage current, due to ionic

conduction, plus the increased electronic conduction, due to

the decreasing stoichiometry, is termed here as "ionically

induced current". Although life test data has been plotted

in a number of different ways: log I versus log
t‘3°’,

I

versus t‘53,6Z’, I versus log
t‘37’,

log .1 versus
t‘5°’,

upto this point no one has proposed a model to explain

capacitor life test curves. Analysis of capacitor leakage

currents as a function of time has resulted in proposing the

following model to explain the shape of capacitor life test

curves. A general model is proposed first, followed by an

explanation of the modifying factors and their influence on

capacitor lifetime and the shape of the curve.
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The key to understanding capacitor behavior is not to

look at current at one point in time and decide if

conduction is ionic or electronic. Conduction in MLC's may

be understood by examining what would happen in a capacitor

witüx both electronic and ionic components of conduction,

where the ionic component is initially orders of magnitude

below the electronic component (Figure 7.4). Initially the

small ionic component of conduction is swamped out by the

large electronic component and leakage current remains

essentially constant with time (region I). However,

eventually the ionically induced component will become

measurable and leakage current will then exponentially

increase with time (region II). At some point in time the

current density will rise to a pmint where Joule heating

will become noticeable and this rise in temperature will

cause a synergistic reaction with the ionic reaction

resulting ixz a super exponential rise in leakage current

with time until the capacitor burns out (region III). If an

initial exponentially decaying function is superimposed on

this graph (Figure 7.5) we have a fair approximation of a

capacitors leakage current as a function of degradation

time. The reason for this exponentially decaying function is

not completely understood, it may be a result of the

electric field polarizing the dielectric and reducing the
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effective field, or it may be due to an initial change in

the dielectric constant affecting SCLC resulting in a

reduction in leakage current. The longer term slight

decrease in leakage current with time (as observed in some

life tests), may possibly' be due to an increase in the

oxygen vacancy concentration since certian dielectric

compositions show an increase in resistivity when fired in

reducing atmospheres. The actual appearance of a capacitors

life test curve (leakage current vs degradation), depends on

three interrelated factors:

a) Capacitor Composition

b) Test Temperature

c) Applied Field
i

The capacitor composition determines the initial value „

of ionic current, slope of the current increase, and the
U

level of electronic current at a given temperature and

voltage stress. Temperature will cause a shift upwards in

both the curves and increase the slope of the ionic current.

The effect of raising either temperature or voltage stress

is illustrated in Figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.6 Plots of leakage current versus time
showing the effects of raising either
temperature or Voltage. (increasing

.from a to d)



Chapter VIII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The main objectives of this research were: to examine

capacitor microstructures; to examine electrical

characteristics of capacitors, and how they change with

degradation; to check for compositional changes in

capacitors due to degradation; and to understand why

capacitors degrade intrinsically. This research has

demonstrated how capacitors current-voltage characteristics,

activation energies, and leakage currents change with

degradation and has provided information leading to the

development of a model for capacitor life test
I

characteristics. The important observations of this study

were:

1) DC leakage currents in new X7R capacitors follow a

near 3/2 power dependence above =1 volt, with

ohmic behavior at lower voltages.

2) With degradation the range of the ohmic region

increases and the Childs law behavior shifts to a

square law dependence (X7R‘s).

3) The increase of the ohmic range can be attributed

to an increased donor density (X7R's).

113 ·
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4) The 3/2 power and square law current-Voltage

behavior can be modelled after space charge limited

currents. The 3/2 case can be attributed to

electrode protuberances and~geometry. The square

law dependence can be attributed to emission from

planar electrodes (X7R's).

5) DC leakage currents in ZSU capacitors have a nearly

ohmic dependence.

6) Schottky or Poole-Frenkel currents were not found.

7) Large numbers of electrode protuberances were seen

in cross-sectioned devices — these were correlated

to the I«V3/2 dependence found in X7R's.

8) Symmetric color gradients were found between positive

and negative electrodes in degraded capacitors.

The color gradient is ascribed to oxygen vacancy

migration to the cathode. The shift to a V2

dependence is attributed to the consequent formation

of a low resistivity region at the cathode.

9) Compositional gradients were not detected in

degraded capacitors, indicating gradients (if

present), are less than O.1 atomic percent.
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10) Activation energies were found to be voltage

independent in X7R and ZSU capacitors. This finding

also indicates that Schottky or Poo1e—Frenkel

currents are not present.

11) Activation energies were observed to slowly decline

with degradation.

12) Tremendous differences in degradation resistance

were observed for different commercial capacitor

compositions, indicating large differences in long

term reliability exist between manufacturers.

13) Electrical degradation was observed to follow an

exponential curve with time (ln I«t) leading to

a model for conduction in MLC's.
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Appendix A

Cc/culution of Oxygen Vaccmcy Concentrotion

for X7R type B Capacitors

Sample calculation for an X7R type b capacitor degraded at

200V and l50°C. (device S-200)

For ionic conduction, the number of vacancies required is

given by the expression:

_ I I dtVo ·Ü ( 1 1

where Vo = oxygen vacancy concentration

I = leakage current

q = charge on an electron

t = time

Since current was stable with time for this capacitor,

equation (1) reduces to:

I t
V =—-—- ( 2 )o 2 q

· 120
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(1.17C/s)(l5days)(24Hrs/day)(60min/Hr)(60s/min)

Vo =
( 2 ) ( l.6O2x1O_l9C )

Which yields

_ 18VO — 4.73xlO for 15 days

The density of Vo produced is given by the expression:

V V
Oz-A

d eff

where DV = density of oxygen vacancies

A = total cross—sectional area
l

between electrodes
A

d = dielectric thickness

veff = effective volume

The effective volume of a capacitor may be determined by

either measurements on cross-sectional area or from the

capacitance and dielectric constant, using the equation:

_sAC-d (3)

This formula may be rearranged to give

C d
Az;.

s
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For X7R type B capacitors:

C = 1uF

d = 25um

c = 1800zo

where so = permittivity of free space

these values yield: A = 15.99 cm3

Substituting A and d into equation (2) yields:

18 .
D =

4.73xlO (oxygen vacancies)

V(15.99 cm2)(25um) _

or

DV = 1.2x1O2O oxygen vacancies/cm3

This may be compared to the density of oxygen atoms in

BaTiO3:

density(BaTiO3)¤Oxygen atoms/molecule
Do = x N

atomic wt

where Do_= density of oxygen atoms

N = Avagadro’s number of molecules

For BaTiO3:

atomic wt = 137.34+204.37+(3)(l6.00)

= 389.71 g/g'mole
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assuming the dielectric is 95% dense:

density(BaTiO3) = 5.7 g/cm3

(5.7g/cm3)(3)(6.O23¤1O23mole_l)
Do

389.71 g/g mole

Which yields:

DG = 2.65x1O22 atoms/cm3
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